
MOMENTUM Bible Study Series 
Lesson Two: Using Momentum for the Kingdom.  
Oscar Wilde said: "It is what you read when you don't have to that determines what you will be 
when you can't help it."
Every life is building toward something.  Hopefully, our Momentum is leading us to the fulfillment 
of our God given potential. The key is to discover what it is that God has planted in us to 
do and be, and then to give ourselves to it.  How do you enjoy helping others when you don't 
have to?  What course does the love of God take when it flows through you? When you find the 
answers to these questions you will have discovered what you must do to experience life at its 
fullest. 
Biblical Momentum: Joshua 1:1-9 - Key questions for this lesson.
1. Why is preparation important to use momentum in your favor?
2. How do you know when to step up and lead?
3. How do you keep going and not lose momentum?
4. Is momentum given to you simply for you? Or is there a larger purpose?
A) The importance of preparation in using momentum. . . Joshua 1:1-5
1. We must serve under someone else before we can soar.
2. We must understand Divine Timing.
3. We must be willing to build on the work that someone else started.
4. We must see the vision that is bigger that us.
B)The importance of integrity in using momentum: Joshua 1:6-9
1. We have to be strong to manage momentum.
2. We have to have courage to manage momentum.
3. We must remember and learn from the past to manage momentum.
4. We must link the past to God's promise to manage momentum
C)The Importance of instruction in using momentum: Joshua 1:6-9
1. Biblical momentum is given to accomplish a Divine Promise.
2. There is always a Divine Plan attached to a Divine Promise
3. We must constantly study, review, remember and obey the plan to maintain momentum.
4. We can never succumb to fear or discouragement in order to maintain momentum.
5. God's plan and promise are always bigger than us, that's why we need momentum.
Conclusions: 
1. God's plan is revealed to those who are prepared.
2. God's promise is given to those who will follow God's plan.
3. God's timing is critical to the success of God's plan.
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4. We con't allow fear or discouragement to keep us from move on God's timing.
Response: 
1. Who have you faithfully served under to support their momentum?
2. Have you used that experience to prepare for your momentum moment?
3. Has God reveled His promise and plan to you?
4. Have you allowed fear and disappointment to destroy your momentum?
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